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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-
gce-history-a-h505.pdf for full details of the assessment 
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should 
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment 
materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report 
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-history-a-h505.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Exemplar 1 Level 6, 25 marks
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Examiner commentary
The response works its way through source by source and for each it does use contextual knowledge and consider the provenance. 
In discussing Source A, it explains the view of the source in relation to the question and links the sending of the commissioners to 
the importance of enclosure. However, it also notes that there were other grievances and this is backed up contextual knowledge 
about the demands. The provenance is well explained and is convincing in its explanation as to why religious issues were not 
addressed. 

In discussing Source B the response again acknowledges that enclosure was an issue but that there were also other causes. It notes 
that rents were an issue and also the price of foodstuffs and this is linked to the issue of inflation. The response also picks up on 
the issue of religion as a cause. However, the provenance is confused and this will have an impact on where the response is placed 
within the level. 

The response explains that Source C shows how enclosure can be seen as the cause of unrest, but it also acknowledges that there 
were other issues associated with the land and again this is linked to contextual knowledge with reference to events in the west 
where the gentry were attacked. The provenance of the source is examined but in this instance the depth of analysis is limited and 
the response does not have a clear grasp of who the commonwealth writers were and their beliefs. 

Source D is well explained in relation to the question and again contextual knowledge is used and the provenance is very well 
explored with reference to both religion and the fall of Somerset before this was written. A judgement is reached about the sources 
and the extent to which they support the view and this takes it into Level 6. However, the confusion over B, weak provenance of C 
and the lack of evaluation in the conclusion keep the response at the bottom of the level. 

Exemplar 2 Level 4, 20 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph places the sources in context and briefly outlines what each source has to say before offering an overall 
view about the issue in the question. The response takes the sources in order and explains A in relation to the question. Contextual 
knowledge is used to support the source, but comments about the provenance are limited and not fully developed. The response 
then considers Source B and suggests that it considers other issues to be more important and again good contextual knowledge 
about inflation is used, but once again the comments about the provenance of the source are not developed. Source C is clearly 
explained and the changing economy in England is explained, but as with Sources A and B, comments about the provenance are 
limited. Source D is also explained and again contextual knowledge and provenance are considered. The contextual knowledge 
is sound and there is a good understanding about the role of Somerset in events. The conclusion largely summarises the earlier 
comments and reaches an overall view about the issue of enclosures. The response is sound and both contextual knowledge and 
provenance are used. However, the depth of contextual knowledge is much better than the provenance, which is very limited and 
makes the response very unbalanced. As a result the response remains in Level 4 and would need to see the provenance of at least 
one of the sources developed if it was to reach Level 5.

Exemplar 3 Level 3, 14 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening attempts to place the sources in context, but there is misunderstanding over who was responsible for the Enclosure 
Commission. The response does then provide an overview of each source, but does not provide an overall view about the issue. 
Source A is explained in relation to the question, but the contextual knowledge used about the size of the force is inaccurate. There 
is a very confusing attempt to link the cause to the rebels’ disorganisation. There is also further confusion over the reference to the 
Bible and ‘kill the gentlemen’, which was used in the Western rebellion, not Kett’s. There is more confusion over the religion of the 
rebels as certainly many were not Catholic given the religious practices that were followed. As a result, the treatment of Source A 
is confused and there is no real consideration of its provenance. Source D is explained in relation to the question, and some valid 
contextual knowledge about religion is used and there is an awareness of developments in the autumn of 1549. However, the 
response becomes descriptive in its use of context and does not use the knowledge to evaluate the source. 

The response then deals with Sources B and C. In discussing Source B, there is mention of the Western rebellion, but it rather drifts 
to whether the rebellion was serious. The response then explains Source C, but in this instance neither contextual knowledge or 
provenance is used to evaluate the source. This leads on to a conclusion where a view is established.

Although for most of the sources the level of contextual knowledge used to evaluate is sound the response does not consider the 
provenance of the sources and this therefore means the response cannot go higher than Level 3. It is placed towards the top of 
Level 3 as contextual knowledge is used for three of the sources. 
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Question 2

Exemplar 1 Level 6, 18 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph offers a clear view about the Catholic threat to Elizabeth, suggesting it was incredibly serious, installing a 
sense of fear and vulnerability to her position. The response suggests that the greatest threat came from Mary Queen of Scots and 
the reason why she was such a threat is explained. The response links the plots against Elizabeth to the threat of Mary and argues 
that because the plots occurred regularly and close together it is clear evidence of the threat Mary posed. The paragraph reaches a 
judgement about the threat posed by Mary and the plots and although this would benefit from further development, there is still an 
interim judgement. 

The response then considers the issue of seminary priests and explains the threat they posed. The explanation is supported by 
relevant factual detail and their threat is placed in the wider context of attendance at church. Once again the threat is analysed and 
an interim judgement is reached, but as with the previous paragraph it would benefit from further development, suggesting that if 
these interim judgement are repeated throughout the response it will reach Level 6, but at the lower end. 

The response goes on to consider the threat posed by Spain, and in particular the Armada. Once again the threat is explained and 
there is a balanced analysis of the danger it posed. A limited judgement is reached, which, as with previous paragraphs would 
benefit from further development.

The conclusion brings together the interim judgements and reaches an overall view. The response has been focused throughout, 
with three issues thoroughly explained in relation to the question. There are interim judgements and an overall judgement, which 
are characteristic of Level 6, but as these are not fully developed it remains at the lower end of the level. 
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph offers a view as to the seriousness of the Catholic threats and outlines some of the issues to be discussed. 
The response suggests that Mary Queen of Scots presented the greatest threat and explains why she was seen in this way. However, 
some of the comments, such as support and Elizabeth’s failure to marry would benefit from greater depth discussion. However, the 
response is stronger when considering the plots to remove her and there is some balanced discussion as to how well the plots were 
handled, although again this would benefit from development.

The next paragraph considers the threat posed by Spain. However, the approach is very list-like with the opening ‘Another Catholic 
threat Elizabeth faced in the period’ and this lack of judgement about the seriousness of each threat will prevent the response from 
going into Level 6. The threat is well explained and there is support for the argument. The last part of the paragraph attempts to 
reach a judgement, but this is not convincing as there is confusion between Spain and the Habsburgs. 

The response then reaches a conclusion with some argument evident, but the essay has considered only two issues and therefore 
does not really cover sufficient issues to reach a substantiated judgement. The response has explained a number of issues but in 
places they would benefit from further development, while some comment about Seminary priests and Jesuits or domestic support 
for Catholicism would help to give the answer greater sense of understanding of the issue. However, the explanation that is present 
is sound and focused. Given the limited judgement in the conclusion the response reaches Level 5, but to go higher in the level 
there would need to be further support. 
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Exemplar 3 Level 3, 7 marks
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Examiner commentary
The response suggests that the Catholic threat was serious, but there is already evidence of drift from the focus of the question as it 
suggest that there were other threats, such as foreign invasions and rebellion. The focus of the question should be on the Catholic 
threat and if other threats are considered they would need to be weighed against the Catholic threat. 

The response considers the threat posed by Mary Queen of Scots, but the expression is not always clear and the suggestion she 
was ‘entitled’ to the throne suggests that the candidate is not in control of the material. The comments about the plots to remove 
Elizabeth are quite basic and similarly, the comment about Mary’s large following and foreign support is not supported by any 
evidence. There is some consideration of the presence of catholic priests and again there is some explanation, but again the depth 
of explanation is thin. 

The response then drifts to other issues. Although support from Philip for Mary could have bene made relevant to the Catholic 
threat this is not evident and is discussed as another issue or threat. Once again the Irish rebellion is not relevant as it occurs after the 
dates in the question. 

The response comes to something of an abrupt end. There is some explanation of some issues and this takes the response to Level 
3, but the lack of depth keeps it at the bottom of the level, while the considerable loss of focus on the actual question means there is 
only partial focus and therefore it cannot reach Level 4. 
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Question 3

Exemplar 1 Level 6, 17 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening offers a balanced but clear view about the issue in the question. It suggests that the unrest had the potential to be a 
threat but in reality no unrest came close to threatening Elizabeth’s position. 

The response considers a range of issues, starting with the Essex rebellion, explaining why it had the potential to threaten Elizabeth. 
The response provides good details and is balanced in its consideration of the possibility of being a threat. A judgement as to its 
seriousness is reached and some support, in the form of the lack of executions, is provided. The response then considers what 
it believes to be the greatest threat, the unrest in Ireland, explaining why it was such a threat, but once again the discussion is 
balanced and the arrival and actions of Mountjoy are used to argue that it was never a serious threat. A brief judgement is reached 
and although there are interim judgements, they would benefit from further development. 

Many responses did not consider the Oxfordshire rising, but in this answer there is some detailed discussion of the potential threat 
and analysis of how serious this was; however no real judgement is reached. The response then reaches a conclusion. 

Three issues have been considered in some depth and there are some interim judgements, which are built on in the conclusion. The 
judgements in the main body of the essay and the conclusion take the response into Level 6, but at the lower end as the interim 
judgements are limited and are absent when considering the Oxfordshire rising. 

Exemplar 2 Level 5, 14 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph suggests that the threats were a challenge to Elizabeth, particularly as they drained her financially and led 
to the loss of some of her royal prerogative. It also identifies some of the issues she would face in the latter years such as Tyrone, the 
Jesuits and Puritans. 

The threat from Tyrone’s rebellion is explained and the response shows a good level of knowledge to support the view that it was a 
challenge financially. However, the response also suggests that the appointment of Mountjoy reduced the threat and again specific 
evidence is sued to support the argument. The comments about Tyrone lead on to a brief discussion about the challenge posed 
by the Essex rebellion, but here the response would benefit from greater depth of knowledge and analysis, while the Oxfordshire 
rebellion is treated in a very superficial manner.

The response considers the challenge presented by parliament and explains the financial pressures that Elizabeth faced. As with the 
paragraph on Tyrone, the explanation is well supported by precise detail. The discussion and explanation of the religious challenges 
is also well supported, although some of the material about the Catholic threat is more relevant to the period before 1588 and the 
same is true of the discussion of the Puritan challenge, where reference to the Marprelate issue and the defeat of the movement 
would have been more relevant. 

The conclusion does reach a judgement. However, this is not fully developed and is rather lacking in support for the claims made. 
However, there is a judgement about the issue in the question and this takes the response from Level 4 to Level 5. 
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Exemplar 3 Level 3, 7 marks

Examiner commentary
The opening offers the view that unrest was not a serious threat. However, this is then contradicted as the response states that the 
Essex rising was a major threat and there is some explanation as to why before going on to say that it was defeated easily and was 
not a threat. The lack of clarity in the argument is a limiting factor and candidates would be well advised to think through their 
argument before writing. 

This is the only issue covered, but the factor is explained even if the line of argument is not clear. The explanation takes the response 
to the bottom of Level 3 as there is a partial answer, covering one issue. It remains at the bottom of the level because only one issue 
is considered. 
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